Area 21a in the cat and the detection of binocular orientation disparity.
Visual response properties were examined in 115 cells, recorded in area 21a of the cerebral cortex of anaesthetized and paralysed adult cats. Cells were binocular and had receptive fields consisting of a single uniform discharge region which fired with composite ON/OFF responses to stationary flashing stimuli. Most cells were sharply tuned for orientation, but this was unaffected by changes in stimulus length. This result is consistent with a model in which the cells of area 21a receive their input from C cells of the striate cortex. Evidence for this was obtained by studying the decline in the responsiveness in area 21a that accompanied the cooling of areas 17 and 18. There was little indication that the cells of area 21a were effective detectors of spatial disparity, but their sharp monocular orientation tuning and differences in the preferred orientation of ipsilateral and contralateral eyes hinted at a role in the detection of binocular orientation disparity. Our results, however, showed that the recorded binocular disparity curves could be accounted for by summing the two monocular contributions and there was no apparent novel binocular component.